Introductton
A partitioning of a distributed database! system (DDBS) occurs when the DDBS is djvided into two or more subsets such that no member of one subset can communicate with any member of another. When a system becomes partitioned, there are two possibilities. The system can shut off activity and wait for the connection8 to be reestablished, or it can adjust its behavior and attempt to continue running. Since a major goal of distributed systems is to be resilient in the face of failures, the first alternative is clearly undesirable. "his paper explores approaches to the second alternative.
Strategies to allow a partitioned DDBS to continue functioning fall into two categories. The tirst caM3ory, which we call conservative, comprise8 those strategies that guarantee that the value8 pr+ duced by transaction8 in each partition will alwaye be compatible with the value8 produced in all other partitions. This category include8 primary copy methods [AlDa76, Ston79] , token passing [Elli77, LeLa78) , and various voting scheme8 [GifflS, Thom79, EaSe83j. The second major category of partitioning strategies allow8 each partition to Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed-for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association for Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. perform update8 that might conflict with updates in another partition.
Such strategies are called optimi8fic because they assume that the number of conflict8 will be small (and preferably zero) [DaGa81, Davi82, Park81, Wrig83] . Only conservative strategies are considered in this paper.
Currently prOpo8ed Conservative method8 are unduly restrictive. We introduce more powerful 8chemes that 8Ub8Ume previous droposals and allow a greater variety of transaction8 to execute during a partitioning.
Our methods are based on dividing transactions into cbse~a and using multiple versions of data-items.
Note that we do not consider the problem of detecting partitioning, only of managing it when it has been detected (say, by the communications subsystem). Detecting partitioning is a difficult problem, deserving further study.
Formal Speciflutlon of the Problem
A DDBS consists of a set ITEMS of data-ifem8, u 1, a**, dM}, and a set of sites that are connected by communication links. We assume that during norm4 operation any site can send a message to any other site. The values 01 data-items are manipulated by Lranaaclions, which have the property of causing all datbitems whose values they change to be updated atomically as seen by any other transaction. Every transaction T has associated with it two Beta, READSET and WRITESET( which are, respectively, the set8 of item8 read and written WRITESETTT) C i&DSE:;T) assume that for reason8 explained below. We do not as&me that the data are fully replicated; any degree of replication i8 dlOWed.
A parfifion of the database system is a maximal subset of communicating sites. Thus the entire database system, when it is functioning normally, forms a single partition. Site or communication link failure8 may separate the DDBS into more than one partition, whereas site or link recoveries may cause partitions to be merged, possibly requiring proce88-ing to maintain consistency. The system is said to be patfifioned at any time that it is composed of more than one partition. Note that we do not consider the problem of detecting partitioning; we are assuming that it is detected, say, by the communications subsystem and reported to the DDBS. The state of the system with respect to partitioning is described by the set Partitions, whose elements are non-intersecting sets of sites. Each site is a member of,at most one element of Partitions.
We assume that transactions can be grouped into cfaaaea in the sense of (BSFUO~. The function CLASS: Transactions-+ Classes give8 the class of each transaction. READSETe and WRITESEns for classes are defined in the obvious way. When a partitioning occut8, the function ASSIGN: Classes -+ 2p"ut'" maps each class to 0 or more partitions in which its member transactions can potentially execute. The assignment may be done in any convenient way.
Our concern is with coordinating the actions of multiple partitions, each of which is running a correct concurrency control protocol. (It is not necessary to assume that the same protocol is being used in all partitions.) Simply running a correct concurrency control protocol in each partition does not guarantee. that the combined actions of all partitions will produce a serializ,able result. We must further restrict traII8aCtiOn ptOCe88iIbg so that Overall serializable behavior can be achieved. The challenge is to restrict processing minimally given that the particular transaction8 to be executed during the partitioning are not known a priori and that serializability must be preserved.
Deciding whether a set of transaction executions is serializable typically involves describing the exe cution (in a nonpartitioned system) by a directed graph in which node8 are transactions and edges describe transaction interaction [Papa?9, BSW791. A particularly simple graph model and serializability test can be used whenever transactions' readsets contain their writeseta, and this ie why this assumption is made. Transactions violating this asellrnp tion can still be allowed if, for purposes of checking serializability, we pretend that such transactions read the items they write. The multi-partition aeriolizafion graph G = (V,E) is the digraph defined by: Serialization graphs are valuable in analyzing the results of an execution; frequently, however, we want to know what the results of an execution could be, so that we can decide what to do. We now de6ne a class of graphs that wilI be used extensively for this purpose. These graphs are used for static analyses of particular allocations of classes to partitions. They encode all the interactions that could happen if transactions were run in the correct order. (1) v = {C Ilr...,C*n) " {C2l,...,C*a}.
(2) E = {Dependency Edges} U {Precedence Edges} U {Interference Edges}, where (a) There is a dependency edge C, + Cp ill there is a da&item
(b) There is a precedence edge C,i --) C,k ifI there is a data&m
there is a data-item
The notion of class conflict graphs was borrowed from SDD-1 [BSRSOJ; although, our definition differs significantly from theirs.
Each edge in the class conflict graph (CCG) is labeled with the items associated with that edge (those items that cause the edge to exist)' The function LABEL: E*timMs maps an edge to the items labeling the edge. Precedence edges (--->), dependency edges (-->), and interference edges (-->) are illustrated. Throughout, we will use circles to represent individual transactions and rectangles to represent ClaSSCS.
We will subscript G and E with d, i, or p to indicate restriction to dependency, interference, or precedence edges (or some combination) in both kinds of graphs.
Bsrlcr of the Conrervatlve Approach
A CCG may contain cycles of precedence and dependency edges (this is not possible in a serialization graph describing a correct execution). Unlike those in serialization graphs, cycles in CCGs are not always significant; it is those involving members of both partitions, called mp-cycles, that are dangerous, as the following lemmas show.
Lemma 3.1: Let C=( V,E) be a CCG containing an mp-cycle CYC=(Cr, C, . . . . C, ) of nodes connected by interference edges only. If a transaction from each member of CYC is run in its respective partition, the resulting serialization graph will contain a cycle.
Prooi: The serialization graph resulting from the execution would contnin a cycle isomorphic to CYC, as the rules for interference edge construction are the same in both cases. 0 Lemma 3.2: Let C=( V,E) be a CCG containing no mpcycles. Then no sequence of transaction executions can yield a cyclic serialization graph.
Prool: Suppose there is an execution of the system that produces a serialization graph P containing an mpcycle CYC=(T1,T2 ,..., Tk,Tl). Each transaction is a member of a class represented in C, and these classes would be connected in G by the same type of edges that connect the members of CYC. But then G would contain an mp-cycle, a contradiction. 0
When the assignment of classes to partitions results in an mp-cyclic graph, some set S of classes must be removed until the remaining graph is mpacyclic.* Previously proposed schemes such as weighted voting ensure that the CCG will be mpacyclic by their restriction that an item cannot be read in one partition and written in another. Thus, there will be no interference edges at all in the CCG. This suggests a way to extend previous approaches while 90 dctcrminc the aire of I minimum such S is Np- items as before, but to read my item. The serialization graph resulting from any execution of this algorithm may contain interference edges from partition P to other partitions. However, since there will be no interference edges into P, or between other partitions, we are guaranteed that the serialization graph will be acyclic. The privileged partition can be chosen in any convenient way.
udrlg Multiple VerrloIl8
It is possible for the system to view an item as consisting of several versions, a new version being created every time the item is written. Tbis view of items has been studied in [BeGo82] , [I&Ma&$ [PaKa82] , [Reed?g), [Thom79], et al. Multiversion schemes normally are employed to increase throughput. In this section, we investigate muC tiversion schemes for a different reason -to enrich the variety of transaction classes that can be accommodated in a partitioned DDBS.
As an example of how using older versions of data items can help, consider the cyclic serialization graph in Fig. 4.1(s) . Since the serialization graph (u) is cyclic, the execution is not serializable. The execution would have been serializable, however, if T2 had used an older version of a, leading to the serialization graph (L ).
Using Two Verrlonr
G,, defines a partial order on its stronglyconnected components. By using old versions, we will serialize transactions from classes in diaerent Theorem 4.1: If G,, is mgacyclic, there is a Aversion scheme such that auy sequence 01 transactions in G, can be serialized. 0
To prove this theorem, we must establish several preliminary results. We will first define a class of graph8 that will allow u8 to assign versions to transactions We then show tbat using these versions will give a serializable schedule within a partition. Finally, we show that the overall schedule must be serializable. There is an edge (z J) E E' iff there is an edge in G between two members of the strongly connected components z and y. We extend the function COMPGRAPH(G) must be acyclic. If it were not, there would be a cycle of strongly connected components, which would be a huger strongly connected component and hence should have been a node in COMPGRAPH( G).
The system will maintain two versions of each item: the original version (the one existing at partition time) and the most recently written version. Versions are assigned to transactions by the following rule. One implication of this rule is that transactions will use the most recent versions of items in their WRITESETs. This is because any pair of classes that write the same item will form a 2-cycle of pre cedence edges and thus be in the same component.
Before proceeding with the proof that Rule 1 has the desired properties, let's take an informal look at why it works. Within a component, we are guaranteeing serializability by ensuring that each time a member of the component is run, it will be serialized crfter all earlier members of the component, since it uses the latest versions o? all items written within the component. Between components, if there is an edge (a ,b ) in COMPGRAPH, all transactions from 0 will read original versions of items written in b and will be serialized before members of 6. Since component graphs are acyclic, the result will be acyclic and therefore serializable. Lemma 4.3: Rule I will produce a serializable schedule within a partition for an mpacyclic CCG.
Pro& See Appendix. 0 Lcmm8 4.3: Let G be an mpacyclic CCC for a system. The serialization graph for any execution in this system using Ruk 1 is acyclic.
Prooi: See Appendix. 0 Using serializability as the correctness criterion for a system can have disconcerting side e&&s. For example, suppose a user runs an update transaction II and, being of a suspicious nature, runs a readonly transaction R to make sure that the update really took place. Rule 1 will cause R to read all original versions, making it appear to the user that the update was not done. Since the actions of R are a subset of the actions of U, and since we could run another transaction U' of the same class as II after R and let v" read current versions, R could have been allowed to read current versions. Lcmm8 4.4: If C is a read-only class, C' is an update &88, and READSET( C) G WRITESET (Cl), then members of C can read current versions. 0 That is, the "anomalcus" transactions mentioned above can be safely run using current versions. A generalization of this lemma can be found in (W&83].
More than Two Versions
The method described in the previous section works well if C,, is mp-acyclic. If G,, is not mp acyclic, it can be advantageous to have more than two versions. Consider the CCG subgraph G,, in Fig. 4 .2, which is not mgacyclic, although G, is. Now consider. the execution shown in the Bgure (transactions are run in numerical order within partitions; subscripts oa the items indicate versions).
Transaction T3 can rua serializably only by using the value of a written by transaction Tl, assuming a member of each class in partition 2 is also run. Thus, three versioae of item o are needed: the original version, the version written by Tl, and the most recent versioa.
Our general approach will be to take G,r and "reverse" some of its edges. The edges will be among those that tie oa cycles, and we will reverse edges until the graph becomes mpacyclic. In practice, this means that the actions of the partition will be restricted so that those edges we choose to reverse will never exist in any serialization graph between members of the a&ted classes. That is, if . (A ,B) is a precedence edge in C,,, and we reverse it to form (B,A ), we will ensure there can never be a transaction from class B that is serialized after a transaction from class A. Suppose that in Fig. 4 .2, which we will view from the perspective of Partition 1, we reverse edges C2 -Cl and C3-,Cl; the resulting graph is mpacyclic (Fig. 4.3 not meaningful for interference edges, since the partition owning the class at the head of the edge cannot communicate with the partition owning the tail.) The advantage of reversing edges is that it can provide greater flexibility than simply deleting classes. For example, if we have an edge, one endpoint of which must be deleted and we are unsure which endpoint to delete, we can buy llexibility by reversing an edge. In this way, some of both classes can be run.
The set of reversed edges is denoted E,; when an edge (o,b ) is reversed, that edge is removed from E and replaced by edge (b ,o), which is a member of E,. We sssume throughout that the set E, of reversed precedence edges is minimal. In this section, "CCG" will refer to modified CCGs made up of dependency, precedence, interference and reversed precedence edges, which will be indicated by the subscripts d, p , i, and r , respectively.
It is always possible to establish an mpacyclic Gi, by topologically sorting the nodes of Gi to produce au ordering A. For any edge (o,b)~E~, if o<b in A, return (o,b) to the graph; if b>o, delete (o,6) from E, and add (a,o) to E,.
Once G,r, has been rendered mpacyclic, we must find a version assignment rule that will guarantee serializability.
In addition, a run-time rule is needed to ensure that transaction classes will be run only if this can be done serializably. For the former problem, for each item in the database, we topologically sort the components of Girr containing any class that writes that item. When a transaction COMPONENT (CLASS( T))'s. For the latter prob lem, we guarantee that ordering will be maintained by requiring that wben a transaction T from component C is run, all classes whose WRXTESET s intersect WRITESET( T) and are in components with indices less than C are disallowed. We now specify our rules formally. The first point reflects the requirement that running a transaction from a claes at the bead of a reversed edge means we can run no more classes from tlie tail. It provides an upper bound on the number of versions needed for any item d: maintain the original version and, for each component that writes 'd, the most recent version written by any member of that component. The proof of correctness of Rule 2 is a series of lemmas found in the appendix.
Dtclwbn
The applicability of these results is subject to the requirement that likely transactions be identified and classified. In databases serving a particular application (e.g., VLSI-CAD, internal tables in an operating system), a refined classification is often possible. In general purpose databases, it may acceptable to restrict processing during a partitioning to high volume and high priority transactions, so only these need to be class&d. Even when a suitable classification is lacking, the notion of a "privileged partition" can always be applied. Our approach is based on multi-version serialization graphs. A version of an item is labeled (subscripted) by the index ot the transaction that wrote it. Suppose that for each item, we totally order all ite versions. Let CC be the union of all these total orders. Then given an execution I and order C<, the multi-version serialization graph, denoted MVSC(I,<), is the digraph (V,E), where V is the set of transactions T,, and there is an arc (T, , T, ) E E if any of the conditions (a)--(b) for the single-version graph hold (see section 2). Edges are also added tar the following reason.
,(c) For each t E READSEI'(Tk)n WRITESET(
if Zj E READSET( Tk) and Z, E WRITESET( T,), if z, <<z, , then include (T,, T,) in E; otherwise (i.e. z,<<z,), include (Tb,T,).
[BeGo82] contains a proof that the system is serializable iff there is a total order << such that MVSC (I ,<<) is acyclic. However, it also contains a proof that deciding whether such an order exists is in general NP-complete. Fortunately, if readseta contain write&s, deciding is easy.
Pro& (Lemma 4.2) For simplicity, we define the special transaction T,,lf, which writes the origC nal values of all data-items.
We proceed by induction on the number of transactions. In the base case, the graph resulting from running one transaction T,,,, mast be acyclic, containing only the edge T,,f -Tncl.
Induction step. Induction hypothesis: The MVSG G produced by running any set of n transactions is acyclic. Suppose we run another transaction T,,,, . We proceed by cases: 1) Tne, references only original versions (i.e. is read-only). Adding T,,,, to the set of transactions will result in an edge Ti,f + T,,,, and edges T WY -+ Tfirst, where Tprsf is any transaction (other than T,,,,f) that first writes anything T,,,, rqds. There must already be edges from TInlt to those transactions, so adding T,,, will introduce no cycles.
2) Tn,, references only current versions. The added edges will be of the form Tfirostrrc + T,,,,, where the Tmosfrrc are the transactions that performed the most recent writes of the items referenced by T,,,, . Since T,,,, will have no out-edges, no cycles will be introduced.
3) Trww references both current and original versions. It can have only one type of out-edge, the precedence edge Tncs 4 TB,,~. Suppose running T llcI induces a cycle CYC into the graph. T,,,, must be in a diflerent component from the TB,sl, else it would be reading what they wrote (or some later version). Those precedence edges on CYC that do not connect members of the same component will have counterparts in the component graph of the system. However, this means such edges are forming a cycle of components, a contradiction since a component graph is acyclic. 0 Proof (Lemma 4.3) Suppose not. Then there would be an execution of the system resulting in a serialization graph containing a cycle CYC. Since Gi, is mpacyclic, CYC cannot be made up corn; pletely of interference and precedence edges (by reasoning similar to Lemma 3.2). Thus, CYC must contain a dependency edge T, + Tb. Under Rule 1, T, can read a value written by Ta iff COtiPONENT(CLASS( T,,)) = COMPONENT (CLAS$( Tb )). This is because the CCG for the system will have a precedence edge CmSS( T,) + CLASS( T,), which would result in T, reading the original versions of items written by T, unless Proof Suppose there is some (3, b ) E E, such that (rr ,b ) lies on a cycle. In the original (before reversals) G,, , (b ,a) must lie on an mp-cycle (this is why it was reversed). Since (s, b ) lies on a cycle in G rV, there must be a path P in G,r, from b to a. But then in the original Gir, P would also have been on an mp-cycle. Since G,r, is mpacyclic, the cycle including P must have been broken by reversing some edge not on P. But (1) Tsc, -* TP,,+ These precedence edges cannot he on a cycle by Lemma A.3, since they must connect members of ditlerent components.
(2) T,,,, 4 TI,,,,, where T,,, is the subsequent write of an item for which T,,, is reading a noncurrent, non-original version. CLASS( T,,,) caunot lie in the same component as CLASS( T,,,), lor if it did, Rule 2 would require T,,, to read the output of T srcv or one of its descendants. If CLASS(T,,,) is in a diflerent component from CLASS(T,,,), the precedence edge cannot lie on a cycle by Lemma A.3. 0
We can now establish the central result:
Theorem A.5: Rule 2 guarantees serializability.
Prooi: The preceding lemmas show that the transactions within a partition must be serializable. We are left only to show that the serialization graph P generated by combining these executions is acyclic. The graphs for the individual partitions must be acyclic, so if P contains a cycle, it must involve interference edges. Interference edges, however, can only connect members of different components, and by reasoning similar to Lemma A.3, these edges cannot lie on a cycle. He&e the serialization graph is acyclic and the transactions must be serializable. 0
